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Dear participant,  

It is with great pleasure that, as EUsalt President, I welcome you to the 2024 EUsalt Conference.
After last year's gathering in the Mediterranean bay of Marseille, I am glad to meet you once again
face-to-face and  discuss - in a crucial year of European elections - the latest developments for the
salt sector in the ‘City of Pop Music and The Beatles' Liverpool, in Northwest England. 

Salt history, European elections, hydrogen storage and sea salt are the stimulating subjects that
EUsalt members and the panellists will discuss at the conference. A great lineup of speakers from
diverse backgrounds such as industry, academia, and relevant stakeholders, will impart their
insights and expertise. 

The conference will also feature several breaks, including a sightseeing day, offering participants
great opportunities for networking and relaxation.

I would like to thank the UK Salt Association for hosting us In Liverpool and our sponsors - Titan
Salt, EVATHERM, McLanahan, S EP Salt & Evaporation Plants Ltd., Tema Process, Euragglo, Salt
Partners and Ferrum - for their generous support of the event.

I wish you fruitful discussions and a pleasant stay in Liverpool. 

Dr Urs Ch. Hofmeier

EUsalt President

Foreword 



All EUsalt meetings need to be conducted in accordance with the relevant competition and
antitrust laws. 

Members are therefore reminded that they will at all times refrain from discussing any
information which is confidential to their company and/or which is likely to affect the commercial
strategy or activities of these companies. 

They are in the best position to judge what is, and what is not, commercially sensitive or
confidential and so responsibility lies with them in the first place.

They are also reminded not to discuss topics outside the previously circulated and reviewed
agenda.

Failure to follow these guidelines may bring with it serious consequences for them as an
individual, their companies and trade association. 

Such consequences include heavy fines and in certain cases, under national laws, the imposition
of criminal penalties and sentences.
 

Competition law rules



Internal meetings
MONDAY 27TH OF MAY

16:00 -  18:30|  Registrat ions

16:30 -  17:30|  Analyt ical  Working Group

17:30 -  18:30|  Water Treatment Committee 

19:00 -  21:30|  Members‘  dinner at  the INNside by Melia Hotel  restaurant (only for
EUsalt  Members)

TUESDAY 28TH OF MAY

Monday 27th and Tuesday 28th of  May wi l l  be dedicated to EUsalt  Committee and
Working Group meetings with experts and representat ives from the health and
safety ,  food  and feed,  sustainabi l i ty  and related sectors gather ing to discuss
various topics of  relevance in their   f ie ld of  expert ise.  A Board meeting wi l l
conclude the day and then a cosy dinner at  the Hotel ’s  restaurant.  

08:30 -  09:00|  Registrat ions

09:00 -  10:00|  Sea Salt  Working Group

10:00 -  11:00|  Sustainabi l i ty  Committee

11:00 -  12:00|  De-icing Working Group

12:00 -  13:30|  Lunch

13:30 -  15:00|  Food & Feed Working Group

15:00 -  16:30|  Health & Safety Working Group

16:30 -  18:00|  Board meeting

18:30 -  19:30|  Cocktai l  reception 

19:30 -  22:00|  Members '  dinner at  the INNside by Melia Hotel  restaurant (only for
EUsalt  members and conference speakers)



Conference programme
WEDNESDAY 29TH OF MAY

08:30 -  09:30|  EUsalt  General  Assembly (only open to EUsalt  Members)

09:30 – 10:15|  Competit ion Law in the European Union,  Cormac O'Daly ,  Wi lmerHale
(open to al l  registered part ic ipants)

10:15 -  10:45|  Networking coffee

10:45 -  11:00|  Welcome by Urs Hofmeier ,  EUsalt  President and Chris Heywood,  Chair  of
the UK Salt  Associat ion

11:00 – 11:20|  The history of  Cheshire salt ,  focusing on Lion Salt  Works,  the UK’s last
open-pan salt  producer – Mike Tingle ,  L ion Salt  Works Museum

11:20 – 11:45|  Forecast ing the European elect ions – Asher Websdale and Igor
Sarkissian ,  Forefront  Advisers and One Pol icy Place (OPP)

11:45 – 12:10|  Hydrogen storage in salt  mines – Professor Cees van der Land ,  Hub on
Hydrogen Integrat ion for  Accelerated Energy Transit ions,  Newcast le University

12:10 – 12:30|  Innovation Award presentat ions

12:30 – 14:00|  Networking lunch

14:00 – 14:30|  Gold sponsor presentat ions (Evatherm and Titan Salt)

14:30 – 14:55|  The marine sal ine and the environmental  sustainabi l i ty  of  salt  marine
production,  Professor Alejandro Perez ,  University  of  Cadiz ,  Spain

14:55 – 15:25|  Safety Award presentat ions

15:25 – 15:55|  Networking coffee

16:00 – 16:45|  A talk to CEOs:  Chris Roebuck ,  Brit ish economist ,  focusing on leadership
and organisat ional  performance

16:45 – 17:15|  Gold sponsor presentat ions (McLanahan and SEP)

17:15 – 17:30|  Innovation and Safety Awards:  Results and closure by EUsalt  Managing
Director

19:30 -  22:00 |  Recept ion dinner  at  the Titanic Hotel  L iverpool  (open to al l  registered
part ic ipants)





Speakers

Mike Tingle is a former chemistry teacher and science education author,
with a particular interest in the Cheshire salt industry. His published works
include school text books and articles for the Royal Society of Chemistry’s
journal Education in Chemistry, including Greener chlorine, Salting away
our spare gas, and The Lion, the wich and the waller. He is a volunteer
guide at Lion Salt Works (LSW), Northwich, and gives presentations about
the Salt Works to interested organisations on behalf of the LSW Trust.

Asher Websdale’s policy background predominantly lies in the agri-food
sector but over the years expanded to more general sustainability issues;
including chemicals, circular-economy and anti-pollution topics. Until
recently he oversaw the day-to-day policy-work of the OPP team. He now
works on sustainability policy as a Director at Forefront Advisers, whilst
maintaining a lead role in OPP’s business development. 

Igor Sarkissian has been working on EU policies for the past 6 years and
currently heads the EU Service of OPP, overseeing the analysis and
management of policy information. His expertise lies mainly in trade,
geopolitics and industrial policies. He also leads the coverage of the
upcoming European elections and analyses their impact on the next policy
cycle. 

Cees van der Land, after obtaining a PhD from the Royal Institute for Sea
Research in the Netherlands in 2011, worked as a research associate for
the International Centre for Carbonate Research in Edinburgh studying the
Southern Atlantic pre-salt carbonate reservoirs of Brazil. He has been an
academic at Newcastle University since 2013 and his current research
focuses on the sustainable exploration of the onshore and offshore UK
subsurface for future energy systems (e.g. hydrogen storage, geothermal)
and reaching net-zero (carbon capture and storage). His research group
utilises coupled geological-chemical-mechanical models to predict seal
integrity and reservoir quality. Their model inputs come from across a
range of scales, from geochemical and microbial experiments to the use
of modern and outcrop analogues.



Alejandro Perez Hurtado is a Professor and Director of Salines Research
Centre of Cadiz University, Spain, over the last 30 years is focused on
applied research on environmental, cultural and blue economy landscapes
integral conservation in marine salines. Also promoting the revitalization
of the territory and the transfer to society. He also works in dissemination
and awareness about marine salines, training courses for entrepreneurs in
blue economy, educational programmes for schools, and environmental
restoration volunteer programmes to increase bird populations in salines.

Chris Roebuck brings 13 years of global speaking experience to the table,
with a sharp focus on leadership enhancement to hasten success. With
three decades in senior corporate HR roles, Chris has cultivated Csuite
leaders at prominent institutions like HSBC, London Underground, UBS,
NatWest, and the UK NHS, amongst others. His tenure as a leadership
speaker has enabled growth in leaders at esteemed organisations such as
Goldman Sachs, BASF, KPMG, and Bloomberg, to name a few. His rich
background includes serving as a British Army Officer and holding senior
HR leadership positions, which underpin his expertise in advising both
businesses and government sectors. 

Eörs Kondorosy, Managing Director, EVATHERM, Switzerland, was born
1963 and raised in Zurich, Switzerland. In the years 1983-1989 he studied
mechanical engineer at ETH Zurich and at the Technical University of
Budapest, where he graduated as process engineer. In 1999 he graduated
as an industrial engineer as well. In 1989 he was employed at EVATHERM
Ltd, where he held several positions. In 2003 he was appointed to the
Managing Director position and also became a member of the board of
directors. He gave several lectures on the subject of salt production, and
he published a couple of papers to this theme.

Nathan Jones holds a degree in Chemical Engineering from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, USA and serves as the Vice President of Process
Engineering at Titan Salt. He leads the Chicago office and spearheads the
process design department. With over twelve years in the evaporation
industry, he has developed expertise in the process design of
crystallization, evaporation, solids handling, drying, and associated
equipment and processes. Nathan's approach centers on creating
innovative, customized solutions tailored to meet each client's unique
needs. 



Richard Williams is Regional Manager at McLanahan Corporation. He
earned an MSc in Chemistry and Earth Science from the University of
Waikato, New Zealand in 1986. With an impressive career spanning over
35 years, he has contributed his expertise to several multinational
corporations in mining and mineral processing, specializing in tailings
management.

Peter Chromec is Senior Sales Manager at SEP Salt & Evaporation Plants Ltd.,
Winterthur–Switzerland. SEP is a leading supplier of evaporation and
crystallisation technology. Before, Mr. Chromec has worked in process, sales
and general management in the salt and renewable energy industries. He has
an MSc in Process Engineering from ETH Zurich and a BAS in business
administration from PHW Zurich.

Geordie Edmiston is Global Product Manager at McLanahan Corporation.
He is a graduate of Pennsylvania State University, USA, boasting over 22
years of invaluable industry experience, all dedicated to McLanahan
Corporation. Throughout his tenure, he has primarily specialized in
feeding and crushing, demonstrating his deep knowledge and proficiency
in these pivotal areas.

https://rocketreach.co/mclanahan-corporation-profile_b5d6f5f1f42e33c6
https://rocketreach.co/mclanahan-corporation-profile_b5d6f5f1f42e33c6




Partners’ programme and
Gala dinner

On Wednesday 29th May, while the EUsalt Conference will be in full swing, spouses and partners can
enjoy a nice day trip organised by Experience North. 

All registered spouses/partners are requested to meet at 08:45 the INNside by Melia Hotel lobby.
Departure by bus at 09:00 sharp. 

08:45  | Meeting point at INNside by Melia Hotel
09:00 - 12:00 | Departure with a local guide, ‘morning
guided tour’ of port sunlight, including a visit to Lady
Lever art gallery.
12:00 | 2-course lunch at the Wheatsheaf pub in Raby,
Wirral  (country pub with thatched roof). 
14:00 | Beatles Tour: 3-hour tour through Strawberry
Field/Penny Lane/St Peter's church (Woolton Village)
exterior visits to the Beatles’ Childhood homes.
17:00 | Return to INNside by Melia Hotel

Wednesday 29th May 2024

Partners programme

Reception dinner

To conclude the full and engaging day,  EUsalt invites all participants to a reception dinner at 19:30 at the
Titanic Hotel Liverpool.  

Participants are invited to meet at the lobby of the INNside by Melia Hotel. More details on the timing will
be shared on the 29th of May during the conference. 

Titanic Hotel



Social programme
After two intense meeting days, participants will get the chance on Thursday 30th of May to visit either
the Lion Salt Works Museum and/or the Winsford Rock Salt Mine, located close to Liverpool. 

Depending on your chosen activity (Lion Salt Works Museum or Winsford Rock Salt Mine or both), once
you receive your badge at the registration desk, you will be assigned to one of the 3 different activity
groups. All the different groups will meet for lunch at 13:00 at Nunsmere Hall Hotel, Northwich. All groups
will reach the INNside Hotel in Liverpool at 16:00 (no earlier departure or transfer possible).

07:45 | Meeting point in the lobby of INNside by Melia
Hotel
09:15 - 10:45 | Visit of the Winsford Rock Salt Mine 
10:45 | Departure for the Lion Salt Works Museum
11:30 - 12:15 | Visit of the Lion Salt Works Museum
12:30 | Transfer to N unsmere Hall Hotel in Northwich
13:00 | 3-course lunch at the restaurant at N unsmere Hall
Hotel 
15:00 | Transfer back to the INNside by Melia Hotel
16:00 | Back at INNside by Melia Hotel

Thursday 30th May 2024

Group A - Visits to both Lion Salt Works Museum and
W insford Rock Salt Mine

Nunsmere Hall Hotel, Northwich

09:00 | Meeting point in the lobby of INNside by Melia Hotel
10:30-12:15 | Visit of the Winsford Rock Salt Mine 

12:30 | Transfer to N unsmere Hall Hotel in Northwich
13:00 |  3-course lunch at the restaurant at N unsmere Hall Hotel 

15:00 | Transfer back to the INNside by Melia Hotel
16:00 | Back at INNside by Melia Hotel

Group B - Visits to Winsford Rock Salt Mine 

Winsford Rock Salt Mine 

10:00 | Meeting point in the lobby of INNside by Melia Hotel
11:00-12:45 | Visit of the Lion Salt Works Museum 
12:30 | Transfer to N unsmere Hall Hotel in Northwich
13:00 |  3 course lunch at the restaurant at N unsmere Hall Hotel 
15:00 | Transfer back to the INNside by Melia Hotel
16:00 | Back at INNside by Melia Hotel

Group C - Visits to Lion Salt Works Museum 

Lion Salt Works Museum

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/J82aCrk636srwGrzh4wz6F?domain=lionsaltworks.westcheshiremuseums.co.uk


Salt has been a crucial part of British manufacturing for hundreds of years and this
needs to continue going forward.

Salt manufacturers employ hundreds of people all over the UK so it’s important that
the association continues to support this industry to preserve jobs and to help support
our economy.

Approximately 2-3 million tonnes of salt a year are produced by UK-based producers
that supply a range of industries from food manufacturing to pharmaceuticals.

The UK Salt Association is the trade association set up to represent UK salt
manufacturers, giving them a voice and providing guidance, both socially and
politically.

Members of the Association provide guidance, both social and political, as well as
promote the objectives of the salt industry. These objectives are voiced to external
organisations as well as the government and act as advisers on key issues that affect
the industry.

They believe that there is growing evidence to support salt as an essential part of
everyday life, especially when it comes to our health, and we actively promote
scientific research for a more balanced view.

Contacts:

https://saltassociation.co.uk/ 
 
info@saltassociation.co.uk

@SaltSenseUK

Salt Association

Host :

https://saltassociation.co.uk/white-salt/salt-in-our-food/
https://saltassociation.co.uk/education/salt-health-cooking/
mailto:info@saltassociation.co.uk
https://twitter.com/SaltSenseUK


Sponsors

Titan Salt is committed to upgrade and prepare salt plants for
the future, creating innovative solutions to help salt plants rise
above. It is their mission to help salt plants become easier to
operate, more sustainable and energy efficient. Titan Salt
recognises the current void of innovation, knowledge, and
experience in the salt industry, which is why our company
thrives to make a difference. Their multidisciplinary team has
years of experience in design, fabrication and operations within
the salt industry. Titan Salt takes pride in developing and
implementing ingenious solutions to not only produce mineral
salt, but also perfect the treatment of brine and industrial waste
water. Titan Salt delivers cost-effective, durable and high-
performing systems, going above and beyond expectations.
The company has its own production facility, site support staff
and installation crew to manage turn-key projects.

SEP Salt & Evaporation Plants Ltd. offers great expertise in
engineering and supply of evaporation and crystallization
plants for the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries
using a wide range of evaporators. The treatment of process
waste water as zero liquid discharge process or with recovery
of valuable products is one of SEP's main emphasis. With the
help of their R&D department, new process routes are
developed from complex feed stocks within SEP's own
laboratory and pilot equipment. SEP services include
conceptual design; lab tests; basic and detailed process design;
Cap Ex/Op Ex estimate; civil and electrical design; firm Cap
Ex/Op Ex determination; procurement and supply of key
equipment and turn-key plants; erection, commissioning and
training as well as trouble shooting and consulting. SEP's
mission is to generate more sustainable, efficient and high-
quality production for global industry.

Gold

Gold

www.titansalt.com

sales@titansalt.com
+31 515 548 200

www.sepwin.ch

info@sepwin.ch
+41 52 260 50 70

mailto:sales@titansalt.com
tel:+41522605070


EVATHERM is a group of companies with worldwide
activities in the field of process engineering  focused on
evaporation and crystallization. Within a short time, the
company has developed into a  medium size contractor and
as a result of its comprehensive technological know-how, is
now  established in the international market with a top
ranking among the leading suppliers of evaporation  and
crystallization plants. The applications of EVATHERM's
technology are as versatile as the chemical industry itself.
EVATHERM’s evaporation and crystallization systems are
used in many diverse operations in the processing of
numerous inorganic and organic substances for chemical
firms. Reliable technology and well-functioning plants are
the company's strength. EVATHERM's engineers are
continuously improving the company's expertise  by
innovative research and development of new technologies.
EVATHERM continues to improve the existing technology in
order to achieve higher energy efficiency, better product
quality and reduced operating costs. 

Gold

www.evatherm.com

info@evatherm.com
+41 / 62 889 79 00

Gold

McLanahan Corporation is a global provider of process
solutions for a variety of industries including mineral
processing, aggregate processing, agricultural and many
others. McLanahan aims to help our customers meet
challenges such as safety and sustainability by helping
them be more efficient, more productive and more
profitable. McLanahan Corporation upholds the highest
standards for engineering and manufacturing. Their
equipment is known for its reliability and long service life.
Customer Service and Field Service teams help them to
provide service and support to customers through life of
their equipment. They are continuously improving our
equipment, designs and processes, both because we are
passionate about what we do and because we strive to
amaze our customers. Since 1835, their core values of
safety, family and integrity have been at the center of
everything we do. 

www.mclanahan.com

sales@mclanahan.com
+1 (814) 695 9807 Office

https://www.mclanahan.com/parts-and-service/field-service
mailto:sales@mclanahan.com


TEMA Process B.V.  is a specialised design and
manufacturing company for Fluid Bed Systems for drying
of minerals, chemicals, food, feed, biomass, etc. The TEMA
Fluid Bed can be applied not only for drying, but also for
cooling, roasting, torrefaction, puffing, blanching, stripping ,
spices and herbs sterilisation and pasteurisation and
calcining.
TEMA Process B.V is a young Company but its
management and employees have many years of
experience in the design and manufacturing of thermal and
physical process equipment, mainly fluid bed dryers /
coolers with associated equipment & plants.
To prepare for further growth, TEMA Process BV in May
2017 has moved to its new engineering ( 1800 m2) and
production ( 8000 m2) facility in Wapenveld. The new
facility was built under management of TEMA Process BV
and is totally fit for manufacturing of fluid bed dryers,
coolers and associated equipment.

Silver

www.temaprocess.com

info@temaprocess.com
+31 88 5225800

The Ferrum Group combines the two subsidiaries Ferrum
Packaging AG and Ferrum Process Systems AG and
provides innovative products and services with unbeatable
quality. The Ferrum Group is headquartered in Switzerland
and has partner companies and representatives all over the
world. The range of products and services offered by the
Ferrum Group is broadly diversified and is used by
numerous industries. Worldwide operations on all
continents, solid internal financing, and financial
independence all ensure that the group is well positioned
with an excellent outlook for the future.

www.ferrum.net

ferrum@ferrum.net
+41 62 889 11 11

Silver

tel:+31885225800


Salt Partners are independent consultants and engineering
contractors, active in the field of salt production,
processing and hypersaline biotechnology. Salt Partners'
world-wide reputation is based on more than 45 years of
experience gained in salt and chloralkali projects
implemented around the world. Most of these projects are
based on technologies invented by Vladimir M. Sedivy, the
founder of Salt Partners.
They strive to develop innovative technologies that are
inexpensive, yet achieve the highest levels of salt quality.
They apply their technologies and know-how to establish
new salt production facilities, improve the profitability of
existing saltworks and reduce the cost of salt use in the
industry. They focus on detailed analysis of the resources
available and select the most profitable implementation
option. They supply technology and equipment and build
salt plants worldwide.

Silver

EURAGGLO is part of the KÖPPERN Group, world leading
industrial Group, offering equipment and services to the
process industry in the area of agglomeration of finely
divided powders and in the area of interparticle crushing.
Specialized in briquetting, compaction and granulation
equipment, we help our customers improve their efficiency
and their profitability through tailor-made solutions
adapted to their field of industry. Since 1992, Euragglo has
been associated to the American group K.R. KOMAREK and
through a take-over in 2018, the German group KÖPPERN is
the sole shareholder of both companies. This network of
know-how and expertise is now active worldwide thanks to
this alliance and our group can propose technical solutions
in many different industries to a large spectrum of
companies.

Silver

www.saltpartners.com

vladimir.m.sedivysalt-partners.com
+41 (44) 422 26 82 

www.euragglo.com

euragglo@euragglo.com
+33 327 090 009

mailto:euragglo@euragglo.com
tel:+33327090009


  Full Name
  

  Company
  

  Email Address
  

  Ioanna Ponomarenko
  

  Araltuz JSC
  

  assel.bakirova@araltuz.kz
  

  James Cochrane
  

  Araltuz JSC
  

  asselbakirova24@gmail.com
  

  Tobias Andres
  

  Association of the Potash and Salt
Industry
  

  tobias.andres@vks-kalisalz.de
  

  Michael McNamara
  

  Australian Saltworks
  

  michael@australiansaltworks.com.au
  

  ROBERT BISHOP
  

  AZELIS UK
  

  bob.bishop@azelis.co.uk
  

  Alejandro Perez-Hurtado
  

  Cadiz University
  

  alejandro.perez@gm.uca.es
  

  Hubert François
  

  Goup Salins
  

  hfrancois@salins.com
  

  Arnaud Massel
  

  Goup Salins
  

  amassel@salins.com
  

  Epameinonda s
  Liverezas
  

  EFIGA INVESTMENTS
  

  eliverezas@efigainvestments.gr
  

  Ashley Abraham
  

  ENOWA - NEOM
  

  Ashley.Abraham@neom.com
  

  Xavier Torrent
  

  Ercros
  

  xtorrent@ercros.es
  

  Sietze           De Waard
  

  Eurosalt
  

  S.deWaard@eurosalt.nl
  

  Amine Harmouch
  

  EVATHERM
  

  amh@evatherm.com
  

  Per       Gunnar Syrdalen
  

  GC Rieber
  Salt
  

  per.gunnar.syrdalen@gcrieber.com
  

List of participants*

*The list includes only the participants who gave their consent in sharing their credentials.



  Steffen Richardsen
  

  GC Rieber
  Salt
  

  steffen.richardsen@gcrieber.com
  

  Iñigo Barrenechea
  

  Ibérica de Sales
  

  j.pineiro@ibericadesales.com
  

  Juan Piñeiro Pardo
  

  Ibérica de Sales
  

  juan.pineiro@minersa.com
  

  Mark Thompson
  

  ICL
  

  mark.thompson@icl-group.com
  

  Ruud Cleveringa
  

  ICL
  

  ruud.cleveringa@icl-group.com
  

  Manfred Koopmann
  

  ICL
  

  manfred.koopmann@icl-group.com
  

  Alwyn McCreanor
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  alwyn@irishsaltmining.com
  

  Daniel Quinlan
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  danny@irishsaltmining.com
  

  David Lee
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  sales@irishsaltmining.com
  

  Karl Mielke
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  karlmielke@karlmielkeconsulting.com
  

  Matthias Mohr
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  mmohr@cmcordillera.cl
  

  Shelagh Mahoney
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  smahoney@easternsalt.com
  

  Terry Kelly
  

  Irish Salt Mining & Exploration
  

  tkelly@easternminerals.com
  

List of participants*

*The list includes only the participants who gave their consent in sharing their credentials.

  Sebastian Eckert
  

  K+S Aktiengesellschaft
  

  sebastian.eckert@k-plus-s.com
  

  Dr. Denis Vidovic   K+S Aktiengesellschaft
  

  denis.vidovic@k-plus-s.com

  Stephan Gatz
  

  K+S Aktiengesellschaft
  

  stephan.gatz@k-plus-s.com
  

mailto:denis.vidovic@k-plus-s.com


  Duchesne Benjamin
  

  Group Salins
  

  bduchesne@salins.com
  

  Geordie Edmiston
  

  McLanahan Corporation
  

  gedmiston@mclanahan.com
  

  Richard Williams
  

  McLanahan Corporation
  

  rwilliams@mclanahan.com.au
  

  Cees Van der Land
  

  Newcastle University
  

  cees.van.der.land@newcastle.ac.uk
  

  Mark Lovell
  

  Orthos Engineering
  

  mark.lovell@orthos.co.uk
  

  Klaus Horst Philipp
  

  Philipp Industrievertretungen
  

  klaus@philipp-vg.de
  

  Lauren Hira
  

  Photographer
  

  lauren.hira@icloud.com
  

  François Faurie
  

  Quadrimex Sels
  

  gchapleau@quadrimex-sels.com
  

  Nail Oztas
  

  Rafine Billur Tuz
  

  noztas@merpametal.com.tr
  

  Vladimir Sedivy
  

  Salt Partners
  

  vladimir.m.sedivy@salt-partners.com
  

  Franz Dr Goetzfried
  

  Salt Research + Consulting
  

  franz.goetzfried@saltresearch.eu
  

  Rolf Schneider
  

  Schweizer Salinen
  

  rolf.schneider@saline.ch
  

  Stephan Hoss
  

  Schweizer Salinen
  

  stephan.hoss@saline.ch
  

  Jens-Holger Schmidt
  

  SEP Salt
  & Evaporation Plants
  

  administration@sepwin.ch
  

  Peter Chromec
  

  SEP Salt
  & Evaporation Plants
  

  peter.chromec@sepwin.ch
  

List of participants*

*The list includes only the participants who gave their consent in sharing their credentials.

  Nicholas
  Hunt
  

  Lion Salt
  Works Trust
  

  ngkhunt12@gmail.com
  



List of participants*

*The list includes only the participants who gave their consent in sharing their credentials.

  Giacomo
  D’Ali’Staiti
  

  SOSALT
  

  giacomo.dalistaiti@sosalt.it
  

  Binny Sabharwal
  

  SP Global
  

  binny.sabharwal@spglobal.com
  

  Robert Beaman
  

  SP Global
  

  robert.beaman@spglobal.com
  

  Nathan Jones
  

  Titan Salt
  

  njs@titansalt.com
  

  Nils Van Der
  Plas
  

  Titan Salt
  

  nps@titansalt.com
  

  Robert                    Van Voorst
  

  Titan Salt
  

  rvt@titansalt.com
  

  Brian McMillen
  

  Wilson Salt Limited
  

  mandy@wilsonresources.net
  

  Alessandro Trombetta
  

   
  

  alex.trombetta@virgilio.it
  

 Stefan Schlag Leon Beraud   Salt Market Information   stefanschlag@saltmarketinfo.com

Eörs Kondorosy
 

 EVATHERM AG    eko@evatherm.com

 
Amine Harmouch  EVATHERM AG    aha@evatherm.com

mailto:stefanschlag@saltmarketinfo.com


Practical information
EUsalt Secretariat contact information

Adriana Nosewicz
Mélanie Collot
Alice Grassi
Marian Brestovansky
Justine Géradon

EUsalt Managing Director
EUsalt Events Manager
EUsalt Communications Manager
EUsalt Policy and Regulatory Affairs Manager
EUsalt Assistant

+32 479 082062
+32 498 746985
+32  468 190362
+32  473 824579
+32  486 514177         

Hotel and meeting venue address

Taxi and transport services

INNSiDE by Meliã Liverpool
43 Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9PP
Liverpool (United Kingdom)
+0151 832 0960
innside.liverpool@melia.com

Social media

Want to communicate on social media networks about your attendance at the EUsalt Annual Events? Great!
Make sure you use the dedicated hashtag #EUsaltConference2024 and tag EUsalt on your social media
postings.

@EUsalt

Opulence Voyage; 
INTX;
Pelorus Chauffeurs; 
Uber;
Alpha Taxis or Delta Taxis;
Trainline website.

Manchester Airport to the hotel by train would be around 1hr 18 minutes. 

Manchester Airport to the hotel by taxi would be 46 minutes, again depending on traffic and time of day. 

https://www.melia.com/en/hotels/united-kingdom/liverpool/innside-liverpool
https://www.google.com/maps/place//data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x487b2197dd23d60b:0x5a5e51be4a64a5e1?sa=X&ved=1t:8290&ictx=111
mailto:innside.liverpool@melia.com
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/YithCgJP3PCqg9WEUNNLqp?domain=visitliverpool.com/
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/tpYICjRP3PtY68JoHRDTih?domain=visitliverpool.com/
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/JLWOCkRP3PtkL902iQSUSO?domain=visitliverpool.com/
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/Av2LClYP3Ps19xKRtqwBD4?domain=alphataxis.co.uk/
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/1-ZeCmZP3PHp0zYyfQ9eVG?domain=deltataxis.net/
https://url.us.m.mimecastprotect.com/s/JjAgCn5P3PhXyvL9SEU5xB?domain=thetrainline.com/


About EUsalt
EUsalt is the association of crystallised salt producers located in 19 countries from Europe and
beyond. Europe is the second largest salt producing region in the world and EUsalt, through its
members, represents more than 70% of the total European salt production.

Our members have a combined turnover of more than 1.5 billion euros and employ nearly 9 000 people.

Our vision is to be the authoritative voice of the salt industry in Europe in advocacy and to educate and
communicate the values and benefits of salt as an essential building block for the chemical industry and
the energy sector and as a vital mineral for health, safety and nutrition.

Our mission is:

To promote the wide variety of uses for salt as a vital mineral in chemical transformation, energy
storage and transition, health, nutrition, road safety, water treatment and many other applications.

To highlight the socio-economic benefits and environmental sustainability of salt production
technologies and applications by demonstrating their positive value and impact on society.

To foster a European regulatory and business environment favorable to long term growth and
innovation to secure a sustainable future for the salt sector and its down-stream applications.

To contribute to major debates at European level by providing facts and guidance on public policy and
regulatory issues that impact the salt sector.

https://eusalt.com/about/mission/


EUsalt c/o KELLEN

Avenue de Tervueren 188A Postbox 4
B-1150 Brussels (Belgium)

+32 (0)2 761 16 78
secretariat@eusalt.org

mailto:eusalt@kellencompany.com



